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About This Game

DwarfCorp is a precedurally generated, open source fantasy real-time strategy game in which you lead a colony of ruthless
capitalist Dwarves to discover new lands, and exploit them for profit!

Dig deep into the earth to discover rare gems and ores, and send them back to the motherland in a balloon or ship. Defend your
colony with walls, traps, and mercenaries. Promote your employees for their good work, or give them a slap if they get sloppy.
Meet Elves, Goblins, Mole Men, Demons and more! Design your company logo and color scheme, and watch your company

grow.
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Title: DwarfCorp
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Completely Fair Games LLC
Publisher:
Completely Fair Games LLC
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: i5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct X 9 Compatible Video Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: Not Required

English
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(I reccomend you read this one first)
Opposing force is very similar to Half-Life, and has you facing a different, but similar group of alien's, as well as some that we
have seen from Half-Life. You play as one of the military soldiers that enters Black Mesa, but the twist is that you were never
told what you are doing there. There is even a part where you can kill a soldier to save a scientist and get some armor. It
introduces new mechanics such as rope climbing, and new puzzles as well. I highly reccomend this game. There are only a few
downsides to this game that I did not find in other games. The first is that, despite the training room and the story making you
feel like a soldier, and that in Half-Life, you see soldiers everywhere, here you don't see many soldiers that you actually take
into combat until about the second half of the game. Even then, you don't work with nearly the amount you fight at once in Half-
Life. They also feel the need to put in black-op's soldiers to fight, which I feel is unnecessary (I mean, they have a soldier-like
enemy in every HL and HL2 game. I'm more interested in fighting aliens) but it fits. However, I do not understand why you
encounter more Black Ops than your own soldiers. The only other negative side to this game is that the boss fight is way easier
than it is in Half-Life, for reasons I will not share here. I Still reccomend playing through it though, as the positives outweigh the
negatives.
. This game has plenty of potential. I haven't played the PvP yet, however the PvE is very enjoyable.
Pros:
1. Fun Gameplay
2. Interesting mix of infantry and helicopters
3. Controls are good, i haven't played anyother helicopter games, besides Warthunder, so i don't know what the standards are.

Note: Some of these are really small nitpicks
Cons:
1. All of the tutorials are on Youtube, but i learned how to play the game just by playing it.
2. No in-game voicechat makes team communication difficult, and trying to fly and type and the same time is hard.
3. For some reason enemies are blue and allies are orange, which isn't really a problem, but it was a bit confusing at first.
4. There aren't as many helicopters as i thought there would be. There are only two countries in the game, (Russia and the U.S.)
Now i'm sure the devs will add more countries and more helicopters. I personally think that developing a game based solely on
helicopters is going to run into one problem, Content. Helicopters haven't been around as long as tanks or planes, and they're
aren't as many variants, so keep that in mind.
5. I wish there was a better cockpit view.
6. PvE should have enemy choppers trying to do the same thing you are.

I bought the game on sale, and it was 100% worth it. I would advise buying it, even if it isn't on sale. If you don't like it, just
refund it.. First, the 'Sparkle 3 Genesis' is a mini game with mini price. 4,99€
Therefore you will not get a 'Game of the Year' game.

BUT! The 'Sparkle 2 EVO' was a little bit strange for me at the first time but was not bad. Therefore I decided to give it a
chance to the third part of Sparkle game. And I was not disappointed!
The 'Sparkle 3 Genesis' got better then the 'Sparkle 2 EVO'!

Nice colours, Almost lifelike textures and models, if you watching a world through a microscope, Likeable musics which match
the game atmosphere, Nice quest, Nice talk style, the quest giver talk to you like a god who created you.
I liked those things.

To the Achievement Hunters:
The achievements not so hard. The most of them just need time and a little bit carefully watch.
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The hardest achievement was for me the;
Like a boss
Win an absorbtion tournament with 80% advantage.
It need some lucky for get it.

The longest achievements are the 'Fill the whole DNA with Green/Blue/Red Elements' were.

I played with it on GNU/Linux Xubuntu 64bit and I did not get any crash, error or bug in the 13 hours play time.

Good things:

Likeable atmosphere, pieces of music and colours.

Runs well, no bugs, glitch and errors.

Cheap game.

Bad things:

I do not know.

I recommend the 'Sparkle 3 Genesis' to those who has played and liked the 'Sparkle 2 EVO', those who wants a nice mini-
game with a nice mini story and those who wants improve their 'Average Achievements Rate'.. Wow Konomi - You call MB
Coins Sexual Content but not this? :facepalm:. this game could be awsome but its not, the lack of players and charcter select
menu ruins the the game. all it needs is more people and i could definitely see my self play it some time. Fun. The story is not
bad and I got a kick from doing it. The gameplay is a mix of puzzle-solving and turn-based fighting, and it doesn't usually
require a lot of grinding.. As someone who is legally blind this game intregued me. It had apparently been researched a great
deal to ensure authenticity.
Load game up to be met by a completely unreadable menu .... Not a good start!
Two light colours together does not make for easy reading.
Clicking randomly and guessing a fair bit got the keys confirmed and started a game.
And what can I say ....
This is an insult.
Text descriptions of what you need to do ....
An inaccurate voice over system (Its correct the first time, but rather than saying you have already done something the second,
third, fourth time you bump into the place holder it just repeats itself ad infanitum.
I did finish all the tasks in the room to find even the singular acheivement didn't work.
If you wish to replicate what this Dev believes being blind is, play your favourite game with your eyes shut and save yourself
some money.
All I ask from the Dev is next time don't piggy back a disability in the hope it gets sales, you will only get away with it if you get
it right.
This time you have failed.
Miserably.
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Expecting fun mouse minigames like the ones in Mario Paint? Nope, just brutal, sadistic, unfun challenges here. They even
show you getting whipped by a dominatrix after you lose to drive the point home.. I've only been playing 5 hours.

WARNING: This game is very slow paced.

MAPPING:

It's easy to get disorientated. Needs a minimap on the battle screen to quickly reference where your units are in relation to each
other.

The large Map function should show landmarks (buildings, roads, environment, fauna) and not just show blips as units and a "T"
as a flag.

BATTLE:

The pistol shooting sound is wrong. Pistol sounds like a rifle imo.

Needs more background sound effects. Like stepping sounds of the soldiers. Soldiers need to make more vocal noise too.

When locking on an enemy it should give you the percentage of chance of hitting an enemy, not just the distance. This is so you
you don't waste ammo on impossible shots.

Soldiers need the ability to lie in a prone shooting position if there is no cover around them.

Grenades should show their possible throw arcs to make sure the path to the target is clear. One of my units tried to throw a
grenade from a top of building down to the enemy from a crouching position. The grenade hit the wall right next to my unit and
killed my unit. Lame. Grenades travel in upward arcs, not straight lines.

GOVERNMENT:

The governing screen that shows resources and the like is very confusing. I barely figured out how to buy new guns for my units.
I don't know even what I CAN do in the govening screen!

There is more things wrong with this game but I still like the overall idea.

But it is NOT ready in order to be a popular and good game.

IT JUST NEEDS MORE CONTENT, A BETTER USER INTERFACE AND MORE POLISHING! ^_^
. Interesting concept. It's not that difficult to get into a situation where you are stuck though. I got a game where I started out in a
place where there were only 2 other people neither of which had missions they were willing to give me and no one would answer
requests to come meet me so I could borrow a ship.

I could challenge an 8 year old to a drinking competition and arm wrestling though so that was pretty cool.. Flying over Far East
ASIA is more Interesting more Exciting!
a little error like the paces of some hoses around airport......(but it very rare case...)
My home town is more realistic....so, I enjoy Flying This Toposim place.. This game is a ton fun, it lacks a player base to allow
for versus mode to be fun the population most grow. its a interesant game, i love the levels. Great game, amazing graphics and a
good story.
10\/10.. This game cured my autism
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